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Tailor-made information solutions

T

wenty years of experience in developing integrated information systems
for enterprises of all sizes:
from small to medium/large. This
is the visiting card of Isi-Soluzioni
Innovative for industry; headed by
three partners with a long professional background behind them: Casimiro Bosoni, Stefano Guglielmetti
and Roberto Rimondi.
“All three of us have a solid experience in the world of automation
and from individual workstations,
over the years, we have passed on
to automating whole enterprises.
Today they talk about industry 4.0,
for us this was not really a revolution but an evolution in the process

undertaken by the factory towards
digitalization. 4.0 has always been
a part of our identity”, explain the
founders.
Isi is a software house, producing a
series of software products in support of production processes, with
solutions for monitoring the systems
in real time, quality and manpower
control, factory-related logistics and
so on. Apart from its core business,
the Podenzano based enterprise also provides instruments to improve contact between the company
and customer networks, with Crm
and special software. “We do not
just simply offer applicative software, but true and proper organizational programmes. Consultancy is the
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feather to our bow in helping enterprises to be really smart by providing them with excellent tailor-made solutions”. Isi often offers itself
as a partner to companies going
through the delicate period of transforming their business from artisan
to industrial. “We invest 20% of turnover in product innovation, but the
latter is often born from collaboration with customers themself and
from satisfying their requirements”,
point out the owners.
Lastly, another highly distinctive feature of Isi is the meticulous care it
takes for its products to be exploited by all. “We were pioneers in introducing a user-friendly type of technology into a business, suited for
both management and workers.
The entire corporate team, from
manager to worker in the workshop,
must be made fully aware of the
work they do: our focus has always
been directed on the person, to
whom we provide the tools needed
for working to the best”. Continually growing by an average 10%, Isi looks to the future networking with similar sized Sme, to offer ever more
complete and efficient services.
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